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INTRODUCTION

HUMAN IN THE LOOP
The challenge with evolving technologies is that nomenclature is not always sacrosanct and
similar words could mean slightly different things. This is akin to legal terms like the word
“equity” which could allude to a principle of fairness, or it could mean unrealized gains in
financed assets like a mortgaged home, or perhaps stocks and other non-debt securities.
Startup employees are often incentivized by the potential for equity in the business.
So too with an expression in technology parlance known as People in the Loop or more often,
Human in the Loop (HITL).

In the machine learning context, HITL typically means a
machine or computer system is unable to solve a problem
and therefore needs human intervention for the training
and testing stages of building an algorithm.
Humans annotate or label data to teach the machine and
tune a model to improve its accuracy. People test and
validate the model where the machine is not able to make
the right decisions or gives incorrect
decisions.
In legal, this might mean reading contracts accurately for
items like change of control provisions within a significantly
large set of documents. It could also mean finding relevant
research hits on case law for specific contexts.
Additionally, it might mean accuracy as relates to responses
on a set of facts combing through a regulatory regime to
provide a classification decision like whether an Uber driver
is a contractor or an employee.
In all of those instances, HITL is at play because subject
matter experts train the system(s) utilizing a large enough
go-in data set for calibration and netting out false positives.
But there is another usage of HITL as relates to automation
and process which has entered the vernacular and is not
necessarily related to machine learning or algorithmic
training models.

Automation is often thought of in terms of what can be
fully automated via triggers and execution without the
need for humans.
This can
interface
However,
for larger
value.

be appealing and negates the need for an
as everything happens “under the hood”.
it limits the full potential of automation benefits
scale workflows that can provide more business

HITL Automation provides various touch points a where
humans interact and influence further direction of the
workflow.
Rather than training or calibrating machine learning, in
this instance, the humans are here to stay because of the
discretion and expertise they bring to the process.
HITL Automation requires easy to navigate interfaces
including, for example, data input measures like dynamic
forms, browser based work queues and communication
mechanisms which might include email sidebars, direct
messaging, texting or even audio and video.
Dashboards, portals and case management style
interfaces are the primary working artifacts of HITL
Automation.
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APPROVALS AND SANITY CHECKS
The

most

pervasive

HITL

interaction

involves approvals and sanity checks. For
example, in an Autologyx use case involving

MAJOR TELCO EXAMPLE

a cell tower lease review regime for a major
telco,

ingestion

of

leases

and

matters

50

through a Process Engine creates data and
by

extension

visibility

and

performance

management opportunities when this data
is used in analytics.
Load

balancing

style

triage

becomes

possible for the team who now receive work
based on current capacity and expertise.

4

STATE COVERAGE

SERVICE CENTER
TIME ZONES

40,000
LEASE RENEWALS

This is a vast improvement from straight up

1,000

first in last out (FILO) which does not make

FIELD AGENTS

sense when all assignments are not equally
simple (or complex).

Early warning triggers are also a benefit of HITL Automation with notifications of anticipated
problems requiring action (by human intervention or further automated process). It is much
better to get an early warning of a potential breach of a Service Level Agreement where there is
still time to course correct. Communicating breach of an SLA after the fact is not particularly
helpful, yet that is what is often reported.

HUMAN IN THE LOOP TOUCH POINTS IN AN AUTOMATED PROCESS

Dynamic Forms

Matter Request Queue

Reviewer Work Queue

E-mail Notifications

Business Intelligence
Dashboards
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PLATFORMS
+CONNECTED APPS
=HUMAN IN THE LOOP AUTOMATION
Connecting and combining applications, often though
APIs (or other measures) provides opportunities for
extensibility

through

a

bricolage

that

moves

data

between otherwise disparate parts. The Platform Era is
in full flight with single point solutions, or slightly more
filled out single purpose applications, “bolting” to a
Platform chassis like Autologyx for automation.

The Platform Era
is in full flight....

Is there anything more maddening, especially for those
of us that are lean sigma minded, then pointless rework
of manually typing the same data from one application
into another?
That’s the very worst of HITL! Indeed, the basic premise
of modern process automation is to allow for the
transfer of information between siloed applications and
to

integrate

with

legacy

business

systems,

new

processes and external databases.
This

capability

to

reuse

and

share

data

assets,

documents, process objects and audit-trails in other
business applications – and between other automated
processes – builds an organisational knowledge-base
that can be used to greatly improve business value.

BUILDING YOUR OWN MODELS AND
SOLUTIONS
Traditional development included building from a (platform-independent) model which then required
(platform-specific) source code producing a working application.
However, any subsequent changes would require a change in the model and regeneration and
redeployment of the code. This requires additional time and attention of precious development
resources.

In short, changes to code are time
consuming and expensive.
Intelligent
Digital

automation

Operation

through

Platforms

like

Autologyx ensure every action is
captured, dated and time stamped
and persists over time, providing an
audit trail for the criteria on which
an historical decision was made and
subsequently changed.
Many of today’s low-code and nocode tools allow process building to
create

automation

and

when

a

change is required, it’s a matter of
updating

a

model

which

then

propagates all needed adjustments.
We are not quite at the full blown
era of true Citizen Development, but
heading

in

that

direction

with

interfaces like the drag and drop
sequence
Autologyx.

builder

utilized

by

WHY DOES THIS MATTER IN LEGAL?
Legal and compliance processes are almost never routine and
require constant changes in the real world.
Reaching out to development resources or an IT team every
time a new application is needed, or requires change, drains
time and resources and limits the pace of introduction of new
technology into our working practices.
The organization is equipped to make changes, either to a
process,

or

development

data

model,

cycles

that

without

the

traditional

need

for

technologies

lengthy
would

require.
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BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER
It becomes most exciting where we see all of these concepts married together. This was
the case for Lockton, an Autologyx customer that is an insurance broker with 52,000
global clients providing coverage on various asset classes.
With

numerous

policy

HITL Automation is also in the mix with

renewals on commercial properties including

improved transparency achieved via front

building

specific

end work queues that are easy to read for

insurance terms, the organization wanted to

effective resource planning and upcoming

standardize

renewals.

and

substantial

considerations
unit

types

operations
parts

of

and

by
the

for

automating
process

that

included manual intervention.

Dynamic

and

context

relevant

data

relationships among ID’s tied to renewals,

A primary desire was to capture and leverage

handlers, insurers, property asset, claims and

the

process,

other criteria provide an overall Source of

speeding up the time to react to claim and

Truth and upcoming renewals are flagged in

insurer data, while driving compliance to

advance and routed automatically with the

honour

correct

logic

that

sits

Financial

behind

the

Conduct

Authority

properties,

units

and

claim

obligations.

information.

HITL concepts for machine learning are in

There is also document assembly applied to

operation with triage routing of work to

generating

internal handlers and external insurers.

document packs without manual errors.

renewal

certificates

THE MOST IMPORTANT ASPECTS OF HITL IS THAT DECISION
MAKING REMAINS IN THE HANDS OF PEOPLE, NOT MACHINES, AS
TO WHETHER TO ACCEPT OR REJECT PROPOSED TERMS.

and

ABOUT AUTOLOGYX
Autologyx®
platform

is

digital

enables

operations

captured and made available for analytics

automate, integrate and scale complex,

on a BI solution of your choice. Further

non-linear processes. We allow customers

ready-to-use

to automate complex processes simply, by

integrations are available via our integrated

creating data models for their processes,

apps and services store.

relationships

businesses

All process data at any point in time is

to

assigning

that

a

and

events

templates,

components

and

to

automate actions via an intuitive no- code

Processing

interface,

transactions last year, all of this is delivered

and

integrating

3rd

party

over

enterprise-grade

1

billion

process

technology or data sources at any point

via

infrastructure

with

with the ability to push or pull data or

state-of-the-art data security and ability to

documents in a real time environment.

handle large scale processes.
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info@autologyx.com
www.autologyx.com
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